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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AEZ
AF
AFS
AGRISTARS
AGRIT
ALOS
APhs
ASABE
ASTER
AVHRR
AWIFS
CC
CDL
CFF
CGIAR
CLC
CORINE
CSA
DMC
EMA
EO
EOSAT
ESA
ETM
FAO
FEWSNET
GIS
GLCV
GNSS
GPS
HRV
HRVIR
IFAD
IRRI
IRS
ISO
LACIE
LANDSAT
LCCS
LCML
LISS
LS

Agro – Ecological Zone
Area Frame
Area Frame Sampling
A joint program for Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys
Through Aerospace Remote Sensing (NASA)
Programma Statistico AGRIT, Ministero Politiche Agricole Ambientali e
Forestali
Advanced Land Observing Satellite
Aerial Photographs
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Advanced Wide Fide Sensor
Cubic Convolution
Cropland Data Layer
Crops for the Future
Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research
Corine Land Cover
Coordination of Information on the Environment
Central Statistic Authority
Disaster Monitoring Constellation
Ethiopia Mapping Agency
Earth Observation
Earth Observation Satellite
European Space Agency
Enhanced Thematic Mapper
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Famine Early Warning Systems Network
Geographic Information System
Temporal Coverage for Fraction of Green Vegetation
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System
High Resolution Visible Sensor
High-Resolution Visible & Infrared Sensor
International Fund for Agricultural Development
International Rice Research Institute
Indian Remote Sensing
International Organization for Standardization
Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
Land Remote – Sensing Satellite
Land Cover Classification System
Land Cover Meta - Language
Low - Imaging Self Scanner
Legumes Survey
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LUCAS
LULC
MAP
MARS
MERIS
MLC
MMU
MODIS
MoA
MSF
MSS
NASA
NAS
NDVI
NDWI
NED
NIR
NOAA
OLI
PSU
RS
RVI
SAC-C
SAR
SAVI
SEEA
SPOT
SRTM
SSU
SUPARCO
SU
TIRS
TM
TNOVI
TVI
USA
USDA
USGS
UTM
VGT
WGS
WRSI
WSEAS
XS

Land Use and Cover Area frame Survey
Land Use Land Cover
North Map Orientation
Monitoring Agricultural Resources, Ec
Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
Maximum Likelihood Classification
Minimum Mapping Unit
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Ministry of Agriculture
Master Sampling Frame
Multispectral Scanner
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Agricultural Survey
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Normalized Difference Water Index
National Elevation Data
Near Infrared
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Operational Land Imager
Primary Sampling Unit
Remote Sensing
Ratio Vegetation Index
Satélite de Aplicaciones Científicas-C
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
System of Environmental Accounting
Satellite pour l’Observation de la Terre
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
Secondary Sampling Unit
National Space Agency of Pakistan
Survey Unit
Thermal Infrared Sensor
Thematic Mapper
Transformed Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Triangular Vegetation Index
United States of America
United States Department of America
United States Geological Survey
Universal Transverse Mercator
Vegetation
World Geodetic System
Water Requirement Satisfaction Index
World Scientific and Engineering Academy and Society
Multispectral
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Preface
This literature review presents the main findings of bibliographic research on
the application of remote sensing to agricultural and rural statistics. It was
carried out in support of the Global Strategy Action Plan, a programme that
aims to provide guidelines for national and international statistical authorities.
The research focused on remote sensing applications in agriculture – in
particular, on the aspects and activities related to land cover database generation
and classification. A list of the relevant literature and any other related
information has been created and may be consulted in the “References” section
at the end of this document.
Through this work, it was sought to understand how various authors have
exploited the available remote sensing products and technologies (GIS, GPS,
etc.) in the different phases of statistical analysis.
The sources of information were derived mainly from papers retrieved from
online catalogues and research engines. While this collection is not to be
considered complete, due to the wide scope of the topics analysed, the
fundamental approaches adopted in applying remote sensing technology in
agricultural statistics have been collected and presented.
The first part of the consultancy was devoted to research; in the second part, the
acquired documentation was analysed. Finally, general considerations on the
papers that presented the state-of-art application of remote sensing in
agriculture and operative experiences were drafted. The results of the research
are reported in the References section of this document.
The first part of this literature review presents the remote sensing products that
are or will be available, including information on their approximate costs. The
second part provides an overview of the various statistical approaches applied
around the world, emphasizing the applications of remote sensing products and
techniques. The third part examines remote sensing and its applications to
agricultural statistical analysis in further detail, especially in relation to land use
and land cover as a basis for statistics extraction, stratification and sample
allocation. In particular, attention is paid to the aspects linked to the generation
of an LCCS 3-style land cover database as a tool to support area frames.
Finally, the main gaps and recommendations identified from this preliminary
analysis are discussed.
7

In Annex I, the criteria adopted for researching and listing the main scientific
journals consulted are described.
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Introduction

1

The assessment of cultivated areas has long posed a challenge for the accurate
and timely monitoring of agriculture. In recent times, it has become possible to
support and facilitate the evaluation of the two main components of crop
production (area and yield) by means of innovative satellite remote sensing
technologies, which can provide timely, precise, objective, and accurate
information.
It is generally agreed that the use of remote sensing technology can
significantly improve the efficiency and accuracy of traditional agricultural
statistics and systems for monitoring agricultural conditions. The use and
exploitation of such technology are advocated and promoted as a powerful tool
in many phases of assessment. Several authors discuss and report the relevant
aspects and limitations (among many, see Carfagna, Gallego, Latham, etc.; see
the References for a more complete list).
The application of geospatial sciences has gained considerable credibility over
the past few decades. GIS, remote sensing and Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) are the most frequently applied tools. They have evolved rapidly to
address a wide range of scientific problems arising within the agricultural
monitoring field. In agricultural production and agronomy, remotely sensed
imagery is beneficial in several interrelated activities, such as:
• crop type identification;
• crop classification;
• crop condition assessment;
• crop yield estimation;
• mapping of soil characteristics;
• mapping of soil management practices; and
• compliance monitoring (farming practices).
Remote sensing products have been successfully applied in various phases of
area frame construction. Sampling allocation on the ground also requires the
use of aerial photos or images, as well as crop type discrimination and
monitoring.
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Remote sensing is also a source of information from which it is possible to
generate analyses of the territory and of its features. An accurate land cover
database provides an updated baseline that can be useful in several phases of
agricultural statistics, especially in relation to stratification. In this regard, a
vector database enables the generation of high-quality digital outputs that can
improve the efficiency of sample allocation and reduce sample size, thereby
improving overall efficiency. Generally, a supervised automatic classification
should not be used as a direct tool to estimate the cover, including the area
covered by crops.
This literature review focuses on the possible applications of optical images to
support the development of improved agricultural statistics. Thermal Infrared
Images and Microwave imagery have more complex and specific procedures
and methods of applications and processing. Due to their specificity, therefore,
this publication will mention them only briefly, and a more detailed discussion
will take place in a separate module.
The main characteristics of the products and general principles of remote
sensing and its applications are described in several excellent books and
manuals (Lillesand et al., 2014; Chuvieco et al., 2009; Sabins, 1986) and lecture
notes and tutorials available online. There are also many websites with
resources on remote sensing; a selection of the most interesting of these is set
out in Table 1 below.
Table 1 – Remote sensing websites.
http://satellite.rsat.com/rsat/tutorial.html
http://auslig.gov.au/acres/referenc/abou_rs4.htm
http://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/education/tutorials.html
http://www.ccrs.nrcan.gc.ca
http://earthengine.google.org/#intro
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Remote sensing products:
an overview

2

Satellite companies offer a wide range of products, which feature a variety of
characteristics.
Table 2 illustrates the main features of some of the major optical remote
sensing sensors (medium, high, and very high). These products, which are wellknown to remote sensing end users, are widely used in research and
applications.
Recently, a number of new products have become accessible free of charge, e.g.
Landsat 8 (USA-NASA) and Sentinel (EU; operated by ESA). Tables below 4
and 5 provide additional technical details.
Landsat 8 is already available to download, while Sentinel products will be
fully operative in 2016. Interestingly, they are both proposed as free-of-charge
products; this represents great potential, especially when the surveys and
analyses require large territories to be covered at national or regional level. In
addition, the repetitive acquisitions will provide ample data sets, which are
useful for monitoring and long-term analysis.
Sentinel is arranged in five missions that carry a range of different technologies,
such as radar and multi-spectral imaging instruments for monitoring the Earth.
Sentinel 1 and 2 are missions that are potentially of interest to agriculture; the
others are dedicated to sea-surface topography, sea- and land-surface
temperature, ocean colour and land colour (Sentinel 3) and atmospheric
monitoring (Sentinel 4-5).
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Table 2 - Technical characteristics of selected satellite sensors
Spectral Resolution
Sensor

Channel

Wavelength
range (µm)

Spatial
Resolution
(m)

Re-visit
time
(days)

Recommended
max. working
scale (approx.)

Approx. Cost

1,100 x1,100

1

1:1.5 M

0.00015 US$/km2

Low / medium
Channel 1

0.58-0.68
(red)

Channel 2

0.725-1.1
(near IR)

Channel 3

3.55-3.93
(mid IR)

Channel 4

11.3-12.6
(ther. IR)

Channel 5

11.4-12.4
(ther. IR)

MODIS

Channel 36

From 0.620
To 2.155

250-1,000

1

1:1.5 M

free

MERIS

Channel 15

From 0.39
To 1.04

300-1,200

3

1:1.5 M

free

Channel 1

0.50-0.59
(green)

Channel 2

0.61-0.68
(red)

1,150 x1,150

1

1:1.5 M

free

Channel 3

0.79-0.89
(near IR)

Channel 4

1.58-1.75
(sh. w. IR)

Channel 1

0.5-0.6
(green)

Channel 2

0.6-0.7
(red)
0.7-0.8
(near IR)

80 x 60
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Channel 3
Channel 4

0.8-1.1
(near IR)

Channel 1

0.45-0.52
(blue)

1:200,000 /
1:100,000

free

Channel 1

0.52-0.60
(green)

Channel 3

0.63-0.69
(red)

Channel 4

0.76-0.9
(near IR)

NOAAAVHRR

SPOT
VGT

High
Landsat

MSS

TM/ETM

30 x 30

16

13

TM/ETM

ETM

Channel 5

1.55-1.75
(sh. w. IR)

30 x 30

Channel 6

10.4-12.5
(ther. IR)

120 x 120

Channel 7

2.08-2.35
(sh. w. IR)

30 x 30

Pancro

0.52-0.9

15 x 15

Landsat 8

SPOT-XS

SPOT

ASTER

IRS

IRS
LISS

IRS
WiFS

DMC
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1:200,000 /
1:100,000

free

See Table 3
Band 1

0.50-0.59
(green)

Band 2

0.61-0.68
(red)

20x20
5- 2.5

Band 3

0.79-0.89
(near IR)

Pancro

0.51-0.73

10x10

3 Bands

VNIR
(near IR)

15

6 Bands

SWIR
(near IR)

30

5 Bands

TIR
(ther. IR)

90

Pancro

0.5-0.75

5.8 x 5.8

Band 2

0.52-0.59
(green)

Band 3

0.62-0.68 (red)

Band 4

0.77-0.86
(near IR)

Band 5

1.55-1.7
(near IR)

Band 3

0.62-0.68
(red)

Band 4

0.77-0.86
(near IR)

Band 1

0.52-0.60
(green)

Band 2
Band 3

0.63-0.69 (red)

1:100,000
26

1:5,000

1:50,000

16

1:100,000

0.0152 US$/km2

1:15,000

0.33 US$/km2

1:100,000

0.114 US$/km2

24
23.5 x 23.5

188 x 188

5

1:500,000

22

3/1

1:100,000

Ortho-rectified
US$ 592 per image
US$ 0.12 per km2

0.77-0.90
(near-IR)

14

DMC
Nigeria
Sat-2
2015

DMC3
2015

Pancro

0.52-0.898

Band 1

0.448-0.517
(blue)

Band 2

0.527-0.606
(green)

Band 3

0.63-0.691
(red)

Band 4

0.776-0.898
(near-IR)

2.5

5

Pancro

1

R,G,B,NIR

4

Band 1

0.42-0.50
(blue)

Band 2

0.52-0.60
(green)

Band 3

0.61-0.69
(red)

Band 4

0.76-0.89
(near-IR)

Pancro

0.47-0.83

Band 1 (B0)

0.43-0.515
(blue)

Band 2 (B1)

0.50-0.62
(green)

Band 3 (B2)

0.59-0.71 (red)

Band 4 (B3)

0.74-0.94
(near IR)

Band 1

0.44-0.51
(blue)

Band 2

0.52-0.59
(green)

Band 3

0.63-0.685
(red)

Band 4

0.76-0.85
(near IR)

ALOS

10

Ortho-rectified
US$ 592 per image
US$ 0.12 per km2
Now on
demand

1:100,000
1:5,000

46

1:100,000

US$ 0.1004 /km2

1 day (43°
off-nadir);
4 days (30°
off-nadir);
5 days (20°
off-nadir);
13 days (5°
off-nadir)

Very detailed
< 1:5,000

13 US$/km2

5

Very detailed
< 1:5,000

1.28 US$/km2

Very High

Pleiades

RapidEye

0.7

2.8

5

15

GeoEye-1

Quickbird

IKONOS

Sentinel

Pancro

0.40-0.80

Band 1

0.45-0.51
(blue)

Band 2

0.51-0.80
(green)

Band 3

0.655-0.69
(red)

Band 4

0.78-0.92
(near IR)

Pancro

0.45-0.90

Band 1

0.45-0.52
(blue)

Band 2

0.50-0.60
(green)

Band 3

0.63-0.69
(red)

Band 4

0.76-0.90
(near IR)

Pancro

0.45-0.90

Band 1

0.45-0.52
(blue)

Band 2

0.50-0.60
(green)

Band 3

0.63-0.69
(red)

Band 4

0.76-0.90
(near IR)

0.5
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Very detailed
< 1:5,000

0.6-2.4

1-3.5 days,
depending
on latitude
(30° offnadir)

Very detailed
< 1:5,000

0.8-3.2

Approx.
3 days at
40° latitude

Very detailed
< 1:5,000

2.0

25-40 US$/km2

28-40 US$/km2

20-35 US$/km2

See Table 4
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Table 3 – Landsat 8 technical characteristics.
Landsat 8
Launched
Instruments on
board
Processing

February 2013
Operational Land Imager (OLI) and
Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS)
Level 1T - Terrain Corrected

Pixel size

OLI Multispectral bands: 30 m
OLI Panchromatic band: 15 m
TIRS Thermal bands: 100 meters (re-sampled to 30 m to match multispectral
bands)

Spectral bands

Landsat OLI image data 9 spectral bands (band designations) with a spatial
resolution of 30 m for Bands 1 through 7 and Band 9.
Band 8 (panchromatic) is 15 m
Landsat TIRS image data will consist of two thermal bands with a spatial
resolution of 100 meters (re-sampled to 30) for Bands 10 and 11. The TIRS
data will be packaged with the OLI for data distribution.

Scene size

170 km north-south by 183 km east-west

Data
characteristics

GeoTIFF data format
Cubic Convolution (CC) re-sampling
North Up (MAP) orientation
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) map projection (Polar Stereographic
for Antarctica)
World Geodetic System (WGS) 84 datum
12 m circular error, 90% confidence global accuracy for OLI
41 m circular error, 90% confidence global accuracy for TIRS
16-bit pixel values

Data Delivery

HTTP download within 24 hours of acquisition
Table 4a – Sentinel-1: technical characteristics.
Sentinel-1

Launched
Instruments on
board
Processing
Pixel size
Spectral bands
Scene size
Data
Characteristics
Data Delivery

2013
Sentinel-1 is a polar-orbiting all-weather, day-and-night radar imaging
C-band imaging radar mission
5 × 20
Expected to provide coverage over Europe, Canada and main shipping
routes in 1–3 days, regardless of weather conditions
Swath width of 250 km
Radar data will be delivered within an hour of acquisition
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Table 4b – Sentinel-2: technical characteristics.
Sentinel-2
Launched
Instruments on
board

2014
Sentinel-2 is a polar-orbiting, multispectral high-resolution imaging mission

Level 1 image processing includes:

Processing
Level 2 image processing includes:

Level 3 provides spatio-temporal
synthesis
Pixel size
Spectral bands
Scene size
Data
characteristics
Info

- a) Radiometric corrections:
straylight/crosstalk correction and
defective pixels exclusion, denoising, de-convolution, relative and
absolute calibration
- b) Geometric corrections: coregistration inter-bands and interdetectors, ortho-rectification.
- a) Cloud screening
- b) Atmospheric corrections:
including thin cirrus, slope and
adjacency effects correction
- c) Geophysical variables retrieval
algorithms: e.g. fAPAR, leaf
chlorophyll content, leaf area index,
land cover classification.
Simulation of cloud corrections within
a Level 2 image

< 1 ha MMU (Minimum Mapping Unit) fully achievable with 10 m
4 bands at 10 m, 6 bands at 20 m and 3 bands at 60 m spatial resolution (the
latter is dedicated to atmospheric corrections and cloud screening)
Optical payload with visible, near infrared and shortwave infrared sensors
comprising 13 spectral bands). 0.4-2.4 µm (VNIR + SWIR)
Swath width of 290 km
Revisit time of five days at the equator (under cloud-free conditions) and 2–3
days at mid-latitudes
https://earth.esa.int/web/sentinel/user-guides/sentinel-2msi/resolutions/spatial

A number of smaller start-ups are poised to enter the market. Generally, their
approach is to develop a larger number of smaller satellites that provide
imagery more frequently – thereby reducing the “revisit time” – and to deliver
images of the same location every day or multiple times per day. Skybox,
Planet Labs, Dauria Aerospace (USA) – in joint venture with Elecnor DEIMOS
(E), operational in 2016 – and OmniEarth are some of the promising new
companies that will provide several new satellite products.
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3

Country approaches for
crop area estimation using
remote sensing: an overview

Since the 1970s, the United States and other countries have taken the lead in
conducting acreage and yield estimations of major food crops (wheat, corn,
rice, etc.). These were implemented in the early 1970s and 1980s through the
LACIE (first) and AGRISTARS (later) programmes, and operationalized
nationally through a series of major projects. These now form a regularly
operating technology and monitoring system.
Remotely sensed satellite data for crop area and yield estimation was used
extensively in the United States and the EU, although significant applications
have also been implemented in several developing countries (e.g. in Libya,
Latham, 1981-83; in Ethiopia, Wigton, et al., 2009).
In the first work on agricultural monitoring by means of remote sensing
measurements, the United States National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) completed a landmark experiment (Jerry et al., 1979) on measuring
the area, yield and production of the world’s major wheat-producing areas. The
program, titled Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE), was
conducted from 1974 to 1978. After the LACIE program, the United States
launched AGRISTARS, Ag20/20 and other agricultural resources survey
projects.
In 1989, the EU launched the MARS program. This program, which
experimented with surveying crops in a large area with remote sensing
techniques, ultimately became a practical operating system. MARS is capable
of monitoring and forecasting crop information on three levels: community,
regional and national (Gallego, 1999). After the MARS program, the EU
launched the LUCAS program, which examined the land use situation based on
an area sampling frame. LUCAS was implemented on national, Member State
and international scales (Delincé, 2001; Gallego, 2004).
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FAO has established a global early warning food information system to monitor
and forecast global crop yield. Canada uses the NOAA satellites for crop water
measurement, disaster warning, and yield forecasting in large areas. Russia uses
MODIS to estimate crop acreage in the south of Russia. South Africa estimates
crop area with the support of remote sensing data and unmanned aerial vehicles.
Brazil monitors crop acreage and yield in the south of Brazil using remote
sensing data.
In 2008, the Group on Earth Observation prepared a useful outline of the best
practices for Crop Area Estimation
(https://www.earthobservations.org/documents/cop/ag_gams/GEOSS%20best%
20practices%20area%20estimation%20final.pdf) adopted by several national
agencies. The main parameters analysed are listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scale of coverage
Input data
Spatial resolution
Sampling design
Image analysis
Accuracy evaluation
User acceptance
Costs/benefits
Software
Manual
Sources

Table 5 summarizes the most important features of the systems analysed,
integrated with case studies from a collection of different publications and
papers.
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Table 5 – Agricultural statistical approaches in different countries.
Country

Scale of
crop
covered

Input data
spatial
resolution

Sampling
design

Image analysis

Landsat and
Medium
Resolution (SAC-C,
175 m pixel size)
imagery

Stratified
sampling
based on
digital
cadastral
maps and
other
ancillary
Data

Digital analysis

National

Meris, SPOT &
Landsat

Full area
coverage
will be input
to Area
Frame
Sampling
(AFS)

Arable land cover mask generation
based on CORINE land cover (CLC)
product. Decision rule-based
classification using Temporal
coverage for Fraction of Green
Vegetation (GLCV).

Brazil

State level for
rice, wheat
and soya
bean

NOAA/AVHRR,
Landsat TM. Recent
switched to (MODIS
250 m res.).

Full area
coverage

NDVI image thresholding based on
decision rule, on image differencing
of NDVI images

Canada

National level,
using major
agricultural
states.
Potatoes as
single crop.

Optical and SAR
(VV-VH) data,
future plan for
polarimetric SAR
data from Radarsat2

Sampling of
remote
sensing
data
followed by
regression
estimator

Multi-temporal classification based
on decision rule

Prince
Edward
Island
(PEI),
Canada

Province level
for Potato

Medium
resolution, Earth
Observation (EO)
satellite data

Stratified
sampling
combined
with a
regression
Estimator

China

National level
to global level
(26 countries,
representing
80% grain
production).
Eight crops winter and
spring: wheat,
early rice,
semi-late rice
and late rice,
spring and
summer
maize and
soya bean.

NOAA/AVHRR,
SPOT-VGT,
Landsat TM, ALOS
and Radarsat
presently switched
to MODIS,
IRSP6/AWIFS，BJ1 and HJ-1a/b

Full area
coverage
with
Remote
Sensing
data.
Transect
sampling for
crop types.

Argentina

Belgium
&Poland

Regional /
provincial

Multi-temporal satellite data.
Spectral profile based on NDVI.
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Colombia

Ethiopia,
Niger and
Zimbabwe

Ethiopia

EU-1: EUMARS
1988-93

National level:
National
Agricultural
Survey (NAS)
and Legumes
Survey (LS)

Nationallevel, pilot
area in
Ethiopia.
For crop and
non-crop
areas

National

EU countries
at regional
levels

Not mentioned

Landsat ETM+ /
AWiFS. Other
inputs are samples
of high-resolution
images. The
moderate-resolution
images and other
ancillary information
include: SDRN-FAO
processed SRTM
90 m digital
elevation model;
FEWSNET primary
livelihood zones for
Niger; agroecological zones
defined by the
Water Requirement
Satisfaction Index
(WRSI) for
Zimbabwe; and the
International
Research Institute’s
woody biomass
map for Ethiopia as
co-variables.

ASF with
coverage of
37,900,546
ha (169,587
SSUs in
31,588
PSUs).
LS
coverage of
10,874 ha
(588 SUs).

Sampling
frame at 2
km grid and
Sample
area at 0.5
km.

Field survey/GT by photointerpretation on Ikonos and
Quickbird

SPOT 5m

From 2008,
AF

Land cover using LCCS and
object-based stratification
methodology

Landsat TM, SPOT

Stratified
sampling,
sample
segment of
25-200 ha.

Supervised/unsupervised/decision
rule mask(non-agriculture)/multistage classification
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EU-2: Land
Use/Cover
Area frame
Survey
(LUCAS)
EU 25

11 countries at
regional level.
Land use/cover
area frame
survey
(LUCAS).

Landsat-TM images

Two-way
sampling, 2-km
grid for
stratification.
Each stratum is
sampled at
different rates
based on the
agricultural area
sampled, 5 times
to non-agric. area.

Multi-stage
stratification
based on
computer-assisted
photointerpretation and
pixel
clustering
(unsupervised
classification)

A fuzzy classification and
a priori information was
used where each cluster
of pixels was linked to
one or several land
cover classes
through a
correspondence table.
This was later used to
compute estimates that
provided the flexibility to
combine the image
classification with
general
information obtained
from published data.

EU-3:
MARS –
Rapid Area
Estimate

Regional/natio
nal (EU) level.
Inter-annual
acreage
changes.
For main
crops:
winter cereals,
summer crops,
grassland,
sunflower

EU-4: EU_
TUSRAD

Regional-level
(Tuscany). EU.
Crops covered:
common
wheat, durum
wheat,
rapeseed,
maize

SAR data

Full area
coverage

Multi-stage and multidate using classification,
using mask (nonagriculture areas, etc.);
for multi-date SAR data,
using decision rulebased classification.

Hungary

COUNTRY
level,
For 8 main
crops including
wheat, soya
bean, colza

Landsat TM, SPOT,
IRS-1C/1D/NOAA/
AVHRR, EOSAT

Full area
coverage

Multi-temporal digital
data analysis based on
decision rule

India

Local-regional
to national.
Crops covered:
wheat, rice,
sugarcane,
mustard,
cotton,
sorghum,
groundnut,
potato.

Stratified sampling
with 10-15%
sample

Supervised maximum
likelihood at single date
data for local- to statelevel crop acreage
estimation.
Multi-stage classification
using mask (nonagriculture areas); for
multi-date AWiFS, using
decision rule-based
classification

Italy

Regional (20
regions ) or
provincial level
For major
crops including
wheat, soya
bean, colza

SPOT-XS (20 m),
Landsat-TM and IRS1C data

IRS–/III/AWiFS 23/56
m.
24/5 days.
Microwave. Radarsat
SAR.

Landsat TM

Two way
Sampling:
1. Stratified area
frame sampling,
500 m grid (each
segment of 50
ha). 2. Regression
estimator
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Iran

Libya

Kazakhstan

Morocco

Country and
provincial level
(rice, wheat &
barley, and
other annual
crops)
National &
Regional
(Area Gefera
Plain, Jebel
Achdar,
1981/82/83)

Landsat MSS/TM
Aerial photos

Local level,
pilot project.
Cereals: winter
wheat, spring
barley
Together

MODIS 250 m, IRS
LISS-III 23 m

Country

Norway

Country level
for natural
resources

Pakistan

District level
(Rahim Yar
Khan District)
Crops covered:
winter crops,
summer crops,
double
cropping,
and dominant
pluri-annual
and permanent
crops.

Pakistan

National

Russia-1

County level
leading to
national level.

ISPRA

Not mentioned

For winter
crops and
sunflower.

Stratified twostage
subsampling for
crop survey

Multi-year/Multiseasonal.
Stratified Random
Sample Area
Frame

Digital Image Analysis

Full area
coverage

SPOT 5-10m

AFS.
Stratified sampling
based on image
interpretation

Visual interpretation
using 10 strata (land
cover classes)

APh for fieldwork.

Lucas linked to
Eurostat. AF
sampling at
intersection of 18
x 18 km. PSU
1,500 x 600 m
within 10 SSUs.

No detail on how the RS
data are used.

Stratified sampling
based on NDVI
profiles at district
level

Multi-stage and multidate classification using
mask (non-agricultural
areas, etc.) for
multi-date SPOT
classification and
regression estimator.

SPOT VEGETATION
data for stratification
and SPOT4 and 5
HRV for digital
analysis

Land cover using LCCS
and object-based
stratification
methodology

SPOT 5m

Multi-date weekly
composited
MODIS/SPOT –VGT,
Landsat TM /ETM+,
NOAA/AVHRR data

Full area coverage

Decision rule-based
classification
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Russia-2
Ministry of
Agriculture
Russian
Federation

National level.
For winter
crops and
sunflower.

Terra/Aqua-MODIS
(250 m) and SPOT
2&4 - HRV/HRVIR,
NOAA-AVHRR,
SPOT-Vegetation

Full area coverage

Decision rule-based
classification

and Landsat
TM/ETM+

Provincial
leading to
national.

South
Africa

Turkey

Maize,
sunflower,
soya beans
and sorghum
are cultivated
in summer.
The second
group of crops
are grown
during the
winter and
include wheat,
barley, oats
and canola.
National level.
Need to
produce subregional and
provincial level
statistics.
For crop
acreage

Stratified systemic
random sampling
Landsat 5, SPOT 2 &
4, Aphs

by aerial survey of
sample area

No specification, but
extensive use of RS
products for
stratification baseline.

USA-1:
USDA

For winter and
spring wheat,
corn, soya
bean and
durum wheat,
rice and cotton.

Small area
estimation,
household
Surveys, area
frame sampling,
survey-based
estimates,

Supervised based on
maximum likelihood
classifier combined with
the parallel-piped
functions.

Image interpretation
(generic) and ground
survey

synthetic and
model-based
estimates

prediction
studies and
household
surveys.
National level
using major
agricultural
states of USA.

stratification based
on cultivation
intensities; GT

Landsat TM/ETM+ 30
m resolution from
2004 onwards IRS-P6
AWiFS data 56 m
resolution, multi-date
RS data plus ancillary
data of 30 m national
elevation data (NED),
LULC

NASS area
sampling frame
sampling

Multi-stage classification
based on decision rule.
Mask (non-agriculture)
generation based on
2006 cropland data layer
(CDL), forest canopy,
impervious surfaces,
NED re-sampled to 56 m
using NN transformation
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Global, for
major crops of
economic

USA-2:
USDA

importance to
the US such as
wheat, coarse
grains, rice,
oilseeds, and
cotton

Zambia

National for
key crops

MODIS 250 m
and recently
converted
from Landsat
to AWiFS

List frame
(census 1990)

Supervised/unsupervised/decision
rule semi-automated
algorithms for multi-stage
classification

List frame
proposed
sampling
strategy

No application of Remote Sensing
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4
Remote sensing application
in support of agricultural
statistics
A consistent body of research has been undertaken to develop and improve the
techniques for identifying and classifying crops by means of multispectral and
multi-temporal Remote Sensing data. Several fields of application – such as
crop area estimation, crop condition monitoring and crop yield estimation may
benefit from the spectral reflectance of these data. Theoretically, the data should
link a unique spectral signature to a specific crop type, to aid crop identification
and support consistency in classification. However, when two crops have the
same or similar spectral signatures on a given date, a multi-date data set is
required to identify them. In this connection, a considerable volume of work has
been performed. This literature review emphasizes that several studies have
been performed on testing and developing automatic techniques, which can be
considered as fast, effective, timely, and cheaper mapping tools for the
classification, identification and monitoring crops that may have various
agricultural applications, even though accuracy may not be very high.
Sections 4.1-4.5 examine the applications of remote sensing in various
agricultural contexts

4.1. Crop type classification and identification
National and international statistical agencies and other agriculture-related
organizations have several reasons to identify and report on the cropped area
(see the References section) and yield, and to estimate production. As explained
above, remote sensing imagery is capable of supporting rapid estimates of this
information and assist in survey design and efficiency. Remote sensing
techniques play a vital role in identifying and classifying different crops and
determining their associated acreage, conditionality and potential yield. For this
purpose, production is often estimated using multispectral and multi-temporal
data.
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Scientific investigators have often had to address the challenge of automatically
identifying and classifying crop types in a timely and cost-efficient manner.
Crucial factors appear to be the availability of imagery in coincidence with field
surveys; the possibility of managing two or three different images acquired in
different periods and of conducting an adequate field verification programme as
part of the validation exercise; the complexity and heterogeneity of the
agricultural landscape; and the presence or absence of homogeneous crops in
the area under study. These factors greatly contribute to the quality, timeliness,
efficiency and ultimate accuracy of the final estimate.
An example is given by Pardit et al. (2006), in which the authors consider
LISS-IV and IKONOS images to discriminate between sugarcane and onion in
a restricted area using Maximum Likelihood Classification (MLC). Particular
attention is given to the date of image acquisition to improve the definition of
the crop types during the different stages of growth. The overall accuracy in
discrimination ranges from 82 to 86 per cent for sugarcane crops, and from 91
to 94 per cent for onion crop fields; it also appears possible to obtain a better
discrimination level for mixed cultures and monocultures.
Finally, the correct and accurate identification of crop types can be attributed to
the following familiar factors:
•
•
•
•
•

spectral and spatial resolution linked to the remote sensing product
chosen and/or available;
percentage of occurrence of pure or mixed pixels, which influences the
spectral signature;
field crop size;
multi-date data set availability; and
field validation activity.

4.2. Crop condition (monitoring) assessment
An important group of applications takes place in the context of crop condition
monitoring. Recurring passages of the satellite are fundamental to monitor
crops on a timely and accurate basis. Crop condition monitoring is also very
useful in crop acreage and crop yield estimation. The monitoring of crop
condition is important to identify location-specific sites at the farm level where
growth has decreased or is impaired. This can provide information that is
necessary to improve the quality and timeliness of decisions on crop
management. Remote Sensing imagery delivers the required spatial overview of
the farmland and can be helpful in identifying the crops that are affected by less
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than optimal or stress-related conditions (e.g. scarcity of water and nutrients,
pest attacks, disease outbreak and weather conditions, physical parameters and
crop indices). Early detection of these conditions can help farmers to mitigate
their effects and to monitor the outcome of their treatment.
Some researchers emphasize that a clear definition of “crop condition” has yet
to be established.
Vegetation indexes for direct monitoring
Many useful indexes for crop condition monitoring are now available. They are
widely used in agricultural applications of remote sensing and are relatively
easy to derive. Indeed, the different band value ratios do not require complex
computation efforts; however, the interpretation of the output must be analysed
carefully. Table 6 illustrates some of the most common and useful vegetation
indexes.
Table 6 - Vegetation Indexes

Vegetation index
RVI
(Ratio Vegetation Index)

Formula

Bands

RVI=NIR/RED

NIR and RED

NDVI=NIR-RED / NIR+RED

NIR and RED

NDWI=NIR-SWIR / NIR+SWIR

NIR and SWIR

SAVI=(1+L)( NIR/RED)/NIR+RED+L

NIR and RED

TVI=0.5(120(NIR-GREEN)-200(RED-GREEN)

NIR, RED and
GREEN

TNDVI=[( NIR-RED/ NIR+RED)+0.5]½

NIR and RED

NDVI
(Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index)
NDWI
(Normalized Difference Water Index)
SAVI
(Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index)
TVI
(Triangular Vegetation Index)
TNDVI
(Transformed Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index)

The vegetation indexes (differences and/or ratios) are used to compare different
years and thus monitor the growing state of crops. Some applications consider
same-period comparison data outputs.
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The crop growth profiling monitoring method is an NDVI analysis that
compares crop growth profiles over time within the duration of the growing
season, for different years. NDVI time series at provincial or regional level are
used. Using NDVI, it can be seen that different crops have different
characteristics in their respective growth profiles, and that the same crops have
different NDVIs in different environments. VITO has developed specific
software (namely, SPIRIT) to analyse larger areas (at national or regional
scale).
Image classification methods
Unsupervised and supervised classification methods are also widely applied to
monitor crop growth status, using multi-temporal satellite imagery. However,
these methods should not be used to derive statistics on crop area in areas that
are dominated by small fields or where there are mixed cropping patterns, as
they would achieve only approximate results.
See the References section for further examples of applications and details.

4.3. Crop area estimation
Crop area estimation is the “backbone” of agricultural activities. It is also a
critical parameter for yield estimation. Reliable and timely crop acreage
estimation is very useful in agricultural planning and to support decisionmaking. To estimate crop areas, three main methods of remote sensing may be
applied:
1. Pixel counting. This is the fastest and simplest method, but one that
encounters several limitations due to biased results. The bias in area
estimation may contain the same errors of omission or omission errors
(Gallego, 2008).
2. Regression, calibration, and small area estimation. These methods are
based on a combination of remote sensing data and accurate sample
information (ground surveys). The regression estimator of survey
estimates is a standard technique for estimating the mean of a variable Y
known for n samples using the auxiliary variable X known for the n
elements of the entire population and correlated with Y (Latham
1981/82/83; Carfagna et al., 2005). The calibration estimator is a
statistical family of procedures in which the biased pixel counting
estimator is corrected with the help of the confusion matrix computed
on samples (Carfagna et al., 2005). Small area estimation is a family of
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statistical techniques in which auxiliary data are used to downscale
sample results to smaller populations, when the sample itself is unable
to provide sufficient statistical support.
3. Area frame surveys. Satellite images can support the area frame in
several ways: i) they can help to define the sampling unit for
stratification and ii) as graphic documents for ground surveys and
quality control. The application of remote sensing imagery to area
frame preparation is extensively described in Section 5 below. In
particular, Gallego (2008) has emphasized that stratification based on
coarse photo-interpretation of satellite images was cheap and costefficient. Further analysis performed using a land cover database
prepared with the CORINE legend has confirmed that the method
makes it possible to achieve high efficiencies.

4.4. Mapping soil characteristics
Agricultural management and development benefit from information on soil.
Remote sensing imagery provides a synoptic overview of the study area,
making it possible to map soil types and related characteristics quickly and
more effectively than with traditional soil samplings and laboratory analyses
which, although very precise, require a great deal of time and are costly. A
significant body of research exists on the use of microwave (active and passive)
Remote Sensing for mapping soil characteristics (soil salinity, ravine erosion
inventory, sand dune characterization, soil texture and hydraulic proprieties,
soil drainage and soil surface roughness).

4.5. Precision farming practices
Precision farming is an emerging methodology that is designed to link
management actions to site-specific soil and crop conditions, placing inputs of
fertilizer, herbicides, and pesticides where necessary to maximize farm
efficiency and minimize environmental contamination. Precision agriculture
requires locating specific positions in the field based exclusively on remote
sensing, GIS, GPS and GNSS technology.
Several papers and articles illustrate many of these applications in detail and are
listed in the References section.
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5
Remote sensing techniques
and area frames
This section describes the standard procedure for constructing the area frame.
Particular emphasis is placed upon the steps in which remote sensing products
and technologies are involved. The literature contains several examples that
refer to area frame construction.
The conventional area frame sampling survey is a type of agricultural
probability sample survey activity that is introduced as a vehicle for conducting
surveys on crop acreage, cost of production, farm expenditures, yield and
production, livestock inventories and other agricultural items. It is a costly and
time-consuming method that requires a basic data set (aerial
photographs/images) and topographic and thematic (land cover/use) maps or
databases. Meticulous and laborious work must be undertaken to delineate
strata, primary survey units (PSUs) and then segments, and qualified staff with
a strong background in statistics must be employed. This section presents the
steps in which remote sensing products are involved and attempts to evaluate
the efforts required.
Area frame sampling consists in “dividing the total area to be surveyed into N
small blocks (Segments) without any overlap or omission, furthermore select a
random sample of n small blocks and get the desired data for reporting units of
the population that is in the sample blocks” (Madana, 2002). When stratifying
the survey area into a number of strata (which are then divided into PSUs), it is
important to ensure homogeneity within a stratum: this will make it possible to
reduce the sampling variance and to obtain more accurate estimates.
Stratification and the correct definition of strata are, therefore, crucial steps. An
accurate land cover database can facilitate and improve the process.
In the final stage, the sampling units of an area frame are defined. These land
areas are called segments. They should not overlap and should cover the entire
survey area. These land parcels can be determined on the basis of factors such
as ownership, on easily identifiable boundaries or on square segments defined
by straight lines that form squares the endpoints of which are established by
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map coordinates (FAO, 1996). To gather agricultural information, segments
should be visited by an interviewer (Houseman, 1975).
Surveys are very expensive undertakings that involve significant logistic
efforts. Enumerators collect field data, completing a questionnaire by means of
personal interviews with holders or other respondents who can provide
information on the tract included in each sample segment selected. It is vital
that the enumerators visit the field at the correct time to gather the information
sought. Enumerators use topographic or road maps showing the segment
locations to identify routes of access and reach the segment. They verify that
the boundaries have been delineated appropriately and commence the surveys
with the nearest occupied dwelling, or by approaching the nearest visible
worker in a field within a segment. Then, the enumerators identify the holder of
a tract within the segment. The holder helps enumerators to delineate the tract
on a transparent overlay of the segment photo.
In addition to these questionnaires, data collection involves the identification
and measurement of cultivated areas. For each sample segment, the enumerator
uses an enlargement of an aerial photo (or a map) that shows the boundaries of
the segment. This is called the segment photo. For each tract within a given
sample segment, an enumerator delineates the boundaries of the tract and of all
the fields included therein. The enumerator verifies the crops planted and other
land uses for each field, and may also seek this information from the holder.
During the interview, the enumerator may also superimpose a transparent grid
over the segment photo for an approximate verification of the fields’ reported
area. The agricultural areas identified in each sample segment can be measured.
It is crucial to verify the area estimates made by holders and/or enumerators if
data reliability is to be ensured (Houseman, 1975; Latham, 1982).
Area frames are critical to the production of quality estimates, because they
provide complete coverage and land areas are represented in a probability
survey with a known chance of selection (Cotter and Tomczak, 1994). This
frame does not suffer rapid obsolescence unless the population extends into
areas that are not covered by the frame (FAO, 1996).
To prepare an area frame, the first requirement is the availability of up-to-date
cartographic materials. Their resolution must be sufficient to enable
stratification and the subsequent subdivision of these strata into PSUs, which
must be demarcated by recognizable permanent physical boundaries. PSUs are
usually constructed from photographs or satellite images in which the
boundaries of the strata are visible and are then transferred to maps for
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measurements. Each PSU must be measured and assigned a target number of
segments. The number of segments in each stratum is added again to provide
the total within the frame. Then, a two-stage probability sample of segments is
selected from each stratum with a replicated selection procedure. Each sample
segment is constructed on small mosaics of aerial photography, upon which the
boundary of the corresponding PSU has been transferred. Finally, the selected
sample segments are located on the aerial photo enlargements used to control
field data collection (FAO, 1996).
The above steps can be summarized as follows:
1) Prepare frame materials, delineate frame limits, and measure total
frame area.
This is the basic step for stratifying large areas. Here, it is necessary to select
the product to be used (photo-mosaics, available ortho-photomaps, satellite
images, maps, or a combination of any or all of these). Once the material is
ready, boundaries are drawn to delineate the potential sample units and frame
limits. In particular, it is necessary to:
•

•

•

delineate and measure areas covered with water (lakes, large rivers,
etc.), heavy forest, high mountains, national parks, military reserves,
and other non-agricultural land, except urban areas.
outline and measure the urban and agro-urban strata; the city’s central
portion is defined as non-agricultural, while an area with high
population density that also includes patches of agriculture is indicated
as agro-urban agriculture.
delineate strata in agricultural lands; in agricultural areas, the strata are
defined by the proportion of cultivated land, the predominance of
certain crops, the average size of cultivated fields and special sites of
agricultural activities.

2) Transfer strata boundaries to map; measure and field-verify strata.
The strata boundaries are then transferred from satellite images or photomosaics to maps. In this step, the strata should be measured and their total area
compared with the data available.
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3) Construct PSUs.
•
•
•
•

The PSUs are constructed. The PSUs should reflect, on a small scale,
those that are considered the stratum’s characteristics.
The PSUs are transferred to maps and ordered.
PSU area is measured.
Measures of size are assigned to PSUs, strata and the total frame.

As PSU areas are determined and approved, they are entered on another listing
sheet. Next, segments are assigned to the PSUs as determined by PSU area and
the target size of segments in that stratum. The number of assigned segments is
equal to the area of the PSU divided by the target size of the segments in the
stratum, approximated to the nearest integer. The PSU size measure should be
an integer.
Generally, the stratification is carried out with images, Aerial Photographs
(APhs) or maps; the different land cover classes are identified on a generic and
approximate basis. The availability of a reliable and consistent land cover
database can be an important element in optimizing, improving and accelerating
the various steps of area frame construction.
When stratification is homogeneous, the margin for sampling error is lesser. If
stratification is less homogeneous, sampling errors are more likely to occur.
The availability of a consistent land cover database can provide necessary
support in correctly delineating the strata and reducing sampling variance.
Latham (1982) examines an example from Libya, while Gallego (2008)
discusses EU surveys using a land cover map prepared with the CORINE
legend.
All outputs described in Step 1 above are available immediately and with a high
degree of accuracy if a valid land cover database is easily accessible. The
percentage of agricultural types of crops and many other features of interest can
be readily “extracted” from the land cover database, and the accuracy of the
land cover data can be found through a quality assessment of the database. In
addition, the digital database can be reprocessed or updated easily when new
images or data become available. If necessary, systematic reviews of the land
cover or agriculture changes can be implemented every year, whenever a new
image data set is acquired and a digital database is available.
Steps 2 and 3 are standard procedures that can usually be performed quickly
and accurately in a GIS environment. Any GIS software can provide sound
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support to the correct overlap of different data sets, as well as to the
optimization of the routes and calculation of the boundaries.
Furthermore, prior to the survey, a digital (object-based) segmentation of the
PSUs and segments on the image/APhs can be generated. The resulting georeferenced vector database can be useful to enumerators in the field. The
segmentation can rapidly generate an accurate vector file in which the physical
boundaries are delineated and the main features and their linked attributes (e.g.
area and perimeters) are vectorized. If the data set of updated images is
available before the fieldwork, the crop extensions can be calculated in advance
with very little effort in terms of cost and time.
In addition, the digital database is a strong framework for later surveys.

5.1. The FAO LCCS approach: the contribution to the area
frame
Land cover maps derived from satellite imagery provide a suitable model of the
real world. However, there are several differences in how the databases or maps
are produced. This is reflected in the accuracy and intrinsic meaning of the
database’s existing classes. Whatever the production process, the data are
immediately handled by users who are unaware of the geographic information’s
intrinsic meaning.
However, experts will have different basic perceptions of the information,
depending on their disciplinary sensitivities. In other words, there is confusion
as to how different users treat land cover information, a confusion that
originates partly from how land cover information is defined and generated
(Comber et al., 2004).
Land cover and land use information is transferred from its producers to its end
users, providing a useful baseline with which “land” analyses can be performed.
In addition, there is widespread misinterpretation of the concepts of land cover
and land use among users.
Land cover is the observed (bio) physical cover of the Earth’s surface. It
includes vegetation and man-made features, as well as bare rock, bare soil, and
inland water surfaces.
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Land use is a description of how people utilize the land (Comber, 2006). Land
use is characterized by the arrangements, activities and inputs that people
undertake in a certain land cover type to produce change or to maintain it. Land
use establishes a direct link between land cover and the actions of people in
their environment.
From satellite interpretation, it is possible to capture the land’s land cover
features. Its use, instead, is linked to many other factors (e.g. social, cultural,
economic) that can be defined only when ancillary information becomes
available.
A number of classification schemes have been devised to classify and record
land cover and land use features and to monitor their changes.
The FAO-NRL geospatial unit has extensive experience in land cover mapping.
It has also defined and developed a new standardized classification system. In
2002, the unit proposed the Land Cover Classification System (LCCS2)
scheme, which later evolved into LCCS3 - Land Cover Meta-Language
(LCML). The ISO standardization approval for Geographic Information ISO
TC-211
was
granted
in
July
2
(see
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_technical_committee?commid=54904 ). LCCS3 is
based on the idea that it is more important to standardize the attributed
terminology than the final categories in land cover classification. LCCS works
by creating a set of standard diagnostic attributes (called classifiers) to create
and describe different land cover classes (ISO19144-2-2012; DiGregorio,
2011). The classification method introduces an important innovation with
respect to previous classification systems (e.g. CORINE Land Cover, USGS
Anderson Classification, etc.): the LCML is based on the use of classifiers as
class elements that are defined in unambiguous terms throughout the world, and
provides the classification rules to describe land cover types.
Several advantages can derive from the use of a land cover database classified
using LCCS (2-3). For example, it ensures:
•
•

•

an ISO standardization of the land cover database;
a clear definition of the land cover classes through a systematic
description of the land cover elements, using an object-oriented
approach that ensures a high degree of flexibility of the thematic
content;
that the biotic and a-biotic features are identified and linked to the
database;
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•

the clear semantic meaning of the classes used, and no limitations in
describing the elements present in the ground;
scale- and pixel-independent;
consistent and interoperable outputs;
the classification can be done “per elements” or “per classes”— LCCS
enables a detailed description of the elements, the level of accuracy
depending only on the sources of information;
consistent and effective structures that enable aggregation at element
level, in accordance with specific needs;
the possibility to define the level of detail; this can be applied in a very
simple classification, such as "Agriculture/Not Agriculture", or in a
more sophisticated and comprehensive land-cover database; and
the final digital database can be linked in a GIS environment with the
land’s other elements (social, economic and environmental).

The innovation proposed by LCCS3 is the object-oriented database. It provides
excellent input for describing basic elements that, linked with high or very high
remote sensing sources, could dramatically improve the stratification phase and
the sample point allocation.
In addition, it can be developed as a multipurpose database and can be used in
many environmental applications.

5.2. Generating the Land Cover Database
This section briefly presents FAO’s mapping approach to land cover database
preparation, from pre-processing to generation.
This is a multifaceted procedure, created on the basis of decades of experience
in constructing detailed national multipurpose databases. Specific and
standardized mapping procedures were established to ensure a reliable,
consistent, and comparable product.
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The scheme below illustrates the principal steps of the FAO methodology.

The selection of appropriate and suitable remote sensing coverage is essential.
The interpretation is based on the possibility of discriminating features in the
image. Therefore, keeping in mind the ultimate purpose of mapping, it is
fundamental to perform an accurate selection of the source data.
Many types of commercial satellite data are available at different costs and
resolutions. Taking into consideration the elements of interest and the
territory’s characteristics, a correct balance of these parameters is key to a
successful mapping.
The next step in the correct preparation of data sets is the pre-processing
procedure. This set of procedures is familiar to remote sensing users and is
widely presented and described in specific publications. When a mapping
activity is intended to generate or update cartographic coverage on a national or
regional scale, a great number of data sets must be prepared and pre-processed.
Pre-processing is performed to improve the images’ geometric and spectral
characteristics. Very often, data providers deliver images that are ready for use,
and pre-processing focuses mainly upon mosaic creation and band composite.
The FAO approach is vector object-oriented; the vector layer is generated
during the automatic analysis of the remote sensing image. This process, called
“segmentation”, is performed using ad hoc software (e.g. Madcat by FAO or eCognition by Trimble), and generates objects that represent regions of images
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having similar spectral characteristics (reflectance pixel values, texture). This
process facilitates analysis of all common data sources, minimizes imageanalyst subjectivity and increases cost/benefit efficiency.
The experts then interpret the segmented layers — usually visually, on screen –
to achieve a finer distinction of the different land cover units. Several automatic
or semi-automatic procedures for clustering polygons with similar land cover
characteristics have been developed to assist and accelerate interpretation.
These modules are available in dedicated software, including the FAO-NRL
tool.
The legend is the land cover database’s explanatory key. Its preparation is an
important and critical step. It must reflect and synthesize the land cover classes
present in the area of interest as much as possible. The information must not be
redundant and must be arranged correctly. Therefore, where possible, its
preparation is performed in collaboration with country experts who are familiar
with the specific land cover characteristics of the area of interest and are able to
enrich the legend in detail.
LCCS is a comprehensive, a priori, pixel-independent land cover classification
system that is well-designed to meet user requirements. The preliminary version
of the legend must be created with LCCS at the beginning of the project.
During interpretation, this version is modified whenever a new element is
identified. The final version of the legend is obtained only upon completion of
the interpretation activity. To avoid subjective interpretation, and to obtain a
common reference of the land cover types present in the study areas, an attempt
to create a photo-keys album must be performed at an early stage for all the
interpreters involved in the mapping activity.
Once these preliminary steps are completed, the work focuses upon image
interpretation. This is the core of the database creation and is the longest and
most complex part of the entire process. It entails control of a massive number
of polygons (40,000-100,000 per Landsat scene) and the identification therein
of similar land units and/or complex associations of land cover types. It also
requires consistent labelling, using the thematic categories present in the
legend.
Upon completion of the preliminary interpretation, it is strongly recommended
to conduct a fieldwork campaign, because this can enhance database reliability
and minimize interpretation errors.
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Alternatively, the validation can be performed using Google Earth (or any other
available high-resolution data set), making use of the high-resolution images
that are available online.
The final review of the interpretation is a crucial step in consolidating the
database. The harmonization work must generate a consistent land cover model
of the area, minimizing the differences arising from the subjectivities of the
various interpreters. For this purpose, the final phase must be controlled by a
restricted number of remote sensing experts. In addition, the technical and
semantic aspects should be verified with great attention. The final database
must have a correct topology (the correct geometric arrangement of point, line,
and polygon features) and arrangement of the attribute’s table. For this purpose,
FAO has developed several procedures that require skilled expertise in GISs.
The duration, accuracy and quality of the results are closely linked to various
factors, such as the number of total images covering the study areas, their
resolution, and the skill of the remote sensing and GIS experts.
Moreover, the synergic involvement of national experts is an essential part of
the process: local knowledge and familiarity with the study area and its features
are considered key factors in creating a reliable national database. Different
procedures and “hands-on training” have been developed to ensure that this
vital contribution can be made to the mapping activities.
Reaching a final multipurpose land cover database is a complex and timeconsuming process that requires the involvement of a number of national
subjects and actors. The final product is a good quality and useful baseline,
which can improve area frame analysis and support several agricultural
activities.
In this connection, the following activities are also recommended:
•
•
•
•

strengthening the national capacity to map activities;
supporting the national capacity to produce the land cover baseline and
to manage remote sensing data and related issues;
supporting national institutions in finalizing a common multitasking
product; and
catalysing interest in and awareness of agriculture-related products.
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Finally, the land cover product generated using the method described above has
a further added value: it can be revised easily as soon as new source images are
available. The vector database can be updated using FAO tools and tested
methodology. This is important in terms of the product’s life expectancy.

5.3. Two case studies on land cover database generation
in support of area frames: Ethiopia and Pakistan
In recent years, the FAO-NRL geospatial unit has assisted the Governments of
Ethiopia and Pakistan in improving agricultural statistical data to support and
implement the generation of a standardized land cover database using the LCCS
classification system. The mapping activity also includes the development of
national capacities in land cover database generation.
A first attempt was carried out in Libya in the 1980s. The production of
agricultural statistics on crop acreage was supported by the use of remote
sensing and field data. Land cover mapping was performed using MSS Landsat
imagery and an LCCS precursor schema.
Table 7 below illustrates the main features of the three projects.
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Table 7 – Main features of Libya, Ethiopia and Pakistan projects.

Libya

Ethiopia

Pakistan

Extension

1,759,540 km2*

709,095 km2*

1,104,300 km2*

Technical support
agency

FAO

FAO

FAO

Implementing
agency

MoA

CSA (Central Statistical
Authority)
EMA (Ethiopia Mapping
Agency)

SUPARCO
(National Space Agency of
Pakistan)

Data used

Landsat MSS
80m
Dated 1980

SPOT5 5m resolution
2,085 scenes
Dated 2006-2007

SPOT5 m resolution
310 scenes
Dated 2012

Team

10 people without any
background in RS

12-15 persons
without any background
in RS

10 persons
with background in RS

Methods

Digital processing
and visual
interpretation

Segmentation objectbased

Segmentation objectbased

LC classification
system adopted

Land Cover
Class’n System,
precursor to LCCS

FAO - LCCS2

FAO - LCCS3

Mapping period

From 1981 to 1983

From 2008 to date;
Intermittent

From 2012 to date
Continuous

Training

On the job, over 2
years

Initial course of 2 weeks

Initial course of 2 weeks

Supervision

1 land cover/RS
expert for 2 years

2 land cover experts,
constantly present for the
first few years

After the first 6 months,
2 weeks of land cover
expert supervision

% of country
mapped to date

completed

Approx. 90%
Where the main
agricultural activities of
the country are located

Approx. 30%
Where the main
agricultural activities of the
country are located

Completion of
mapping activities

1981

2016

2014

*Source: CIA World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/.
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As a complementary step, the countries sought to develop a land cover database
for agricultural statistics. In Pakistan, the SUPARCO Remote Sensing centre
offers excellent support to mapping activity. The activity was executed
autonomously by expert teams; FAO was involved only in presenting the
methodology and provided minor supervision.
In Ethiopia, the team’s remote sensing background was very limited. FAO’s
effort focused mainly on developing capacity, providing constant support and
supervising the mapping. Currently, the team is able to continue the mapping
independently. Once it has been completed, FAO will follow the final module
to ensure correct harmonization and generation of the database. To date, the
national team’s mapping capacity has been consolidated and any further
updates, revisions or improvement can be conducted autonomously by the
CSAS-EMA. The land cover database can be adjusted and modified in
accordance with the CSA’s agricultural statistical requirements or any other
specific criteria.
In both countries, the activities are ongoing. For an in-depth overview, it is
necessary to await completion of the mapping.

5.4. Mapping agricultural land cover features using
remote sensing-derived products:
some considerations
Paragraph 4 presented the main issues regarding the applications of remote
sensing in the context of agricultural statistics. The demand for timely and
reliable agricultural information has prompted the scientific community to
consider all the possibilities and applications offered by the various remote
sensing products and fully exploit their potential. These benefits were briefly
outlined in Section 4 above. It is vital to improve the surveying methods to
produce agricultural statistics, especially in countries where these are very poor,
inadequate or of low quality.
One of the most obvious applications of remote sensing is the study of the land
surface. The mapping activity can be oriented to land cover in large areas,
mainly for environmental and natural resources studies or to estimate the
extension of cultivated land (the main interest in agricultural planning analysis).
Mapping land cover and area estimation are complementary objectives: they are
closely related, but correspond to different needs and assign different priorities
to different measures of accuracy (Gallego, 2004). It can be also stated that the
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procedures, methodology and sources of information are the same, but they are
normally applied with different modalities and expectations. In addition, the
application of standards and methodologies improve the product’s quality.
Generally, certain prerequisites should be met if a land cover mapping exercise
is to be performed. In particular, the following should exist:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

large area of interest;
longest period of production;
multidisciplinary production chain;
detailed legend covering all components of land surface/cover;
limited fieldwork campaign;
overall accuracy similar to that of all the land cover classes linked to the
MMU; and
multi-purpose applications by various end users.

On the other hand, the area estimation should be guided by specific agricultureoriented objectives, such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

focus on agricultural areas;
need to generate results quickly, simultaneously or in support of
agricultural estimation analysis;
prepared by staff without any specific remote sensing skills;
combined with accurate and specific information on a sample from field
survey;
provide as much accuracy as possible for agricultural class types; and
prepared mainly for the purposes of agricultural statistics.

In addition, the reasonably precise identification of field areas must take into
account the necessary time and costs for their estimation and the manageability,
size and precision of the data sets.
However, both methods share an ability to combine information from accurate
and detailed field surveys with the paramount (but biased) vision of satellite
imagery. For land cover mapping, this process is limited to a validation
campaign to minimize interpretation errors. In land cover area estimation
methods, regression, calibration and small-area estimation combine exhaustive
but inaccurate information (from satellite images) with accurate information on
a sample (often from a ground survey) (Gallego, 2004).
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Other operations may be undertaken to analyse how, whether and under which
conditions the gaps between these two approaches can be reduced and the
added value that could thereby be gained.
A standardized (LCCS-based) "high resolution" vector database can be used to
improve agricultural and rural statistics; its creation would affect the accuracy
of all parameters of estimation. Such a database does entail a relatively high
commitment in terms of time and resources, commensurate with higher levels
of consistency and accuracy, but would contribute greatly to the increased
quality of the results derived by the methodology. A cost/benefit analysis
should be conducted before choosing the methodology and products to be used.
However, LCCS-based databases have several known advantages, such as
being multi-purpose and multi-use systems; flexible, consistent and objectbased; easier to update, maintain and re-use; and tools that are based upon ISO
standards.
At the beginning of the statistical implementation plan in a country or region, a
feasibility study assessing the landscape characteristics should be performed,
especially when a multidisciplinary or multitasking cartographic database is one
of the objectives of the statistical operation.
Innovative options for correctly defining the environment in relation to its
agricultural characteristics can be an interesting subject of research. Its
development must take into consideration the following aspects:
•
•
•

the remote sensing spatial resolution (pixel size) of the products;
the complexity of the surface features of the landscape to be
investigated; and
the relationship between the above.

These elements and of their correlation could be assessed in the initial stage, to
select the optimal sensors to be adopted in light of the environment’s
complexity. This process requires an understanding of the relationship between
the sensor’s spatial resolution, the size and distribution of ground objects and
the surface measurement of interest (Turner, 1989).
The technical aspects relating to Remote-Sensing derived products are
extensively described in Section 2 of this literature review. Pixel resolution is
very important to resolve landscape elements. Indeed, “[t]he fixed pixel
resolution of a specific satellite product determines its limitations — that is,
whether or not it can be used to identify an element on the ground.” Several
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authors have addressed this matter (Pax-Lenney and Woodcock, 1997;
Townshend and Justice, 1988; Ozdogan and Woodcock, 2006; etc.).
LCCS is a scale- or pixel-independent classification system specifically created
to capture these elements and systematically describe landscape. Regardless of
the definitions commonly used to describe the features of the study areas, the
FAO LCCS is capable of defining – with great accuracy and abundance of
information – any type of land scenario. It is capable of reporting “granularity”
of information without any limitation on the details or predefined schema.
Section above presents the main characteristics of LCCS3, which is a ISO
standard classification system that is capable of appropriately describing
environments for mapping purposes.
Landscape complexity can be described according to several parameters that
highlight specific features and differences, such as:
•
•

the Agro-Ecological Zones (AEZ), including the crop calendar, shifting
cultivations and crop intermixing, and
agricultural patterns and practices (defined using crop pattern, crop field
size, and crop intensity).

These two (ecological and geometrical) aspects can be used to describe the
landscape thoroughly. In any landscape study, the representation of land surface
properties and ecological processes are closely linked, but they are also
inherently related to the scale adopted in the analysis. This scale-dependency is
also true for stratification purposes in area frames and many other applications
in agricultural statistics. Moody and Woodcock (1995), Meentemeyer and Box
(1987) and Milne (1992) have discussed the various aspects of this subject.
It is thus important to understand how the loss of information due to the
transference of land cover elements or data across the scale affects
stratification. It is also important to quantify the reduced information content
and to understand how to mitigate it. Area estimation is often taken for granted
in remote sensing when, in fact, large errors in area estimates for classes can be
made, even when based on accurate thematic maps. These errors may be greater
when the size of the field is larger than the size of the pixels in the image and
all pixels become mixed pixels (Ozdogan and Woodcock, 2006). The map or
database is a source of information. The means of transmission of this
information to end users is important.
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Agro-ecological characterization is defined in terms of the climate, landform,
soils and/or land cover, with a specific range of potentials and constraints for
land use. An AEZ is a division of an area of land into smaller units that have
similar characteristics in terms of land suitability, potential production and
environmental impact. These elements are very important and provide a
consistent model for farming system zones, although – due to the complex
nature of the study – its complete and correct implementation in the agricultural
context should be evaluated carefully.
Several authors have analysed the complexity of the landscape in relation to the
spatial pixel size, stressing the quality of the mapping result in terms of
accuracy.
Examples of different pattern distributions and crop arrangements are given in
Figures 1a and 1b below. The first was taken in Russia, to the east of Moscow;
the second was taken in Ethiopia, in the West Showa region near Addis Ababa.
In the geometrical and spatial conditions of Example 1, Fritz et al. (2008)
successfully utilized a MODIS13 16-day NDVI composite, 250 m resolution, to
estimate the acreage of larger fields for certain crop types with a distinctive
profile.
In Figure 1b, however, considering that the agricultural pattern was
characterized by small fields and scattered rural houses (gardens), SPOT
images with a resolution of 5m are a valid compromise for mapping source and
agriculture ground surveys.
The landscape patches on the Earth’s surface are essential to ecological and
geographical studies. Through remote sensing imagery, landscape patches can
be extracted and treated as objects and classified according to their physical or
geometrical characteristics. The accuracy of object characterization varies as a
function of the spatial resolution of the imagery used: Maud and Foody (2013)
discuss the problem of the accurate and correct classification of smaller objects
(i.e. smaller than pixel size) from coarse spatial resolution remote sensing
images. They propose specific geometric elements to define object shape (e.g.
area, perimeter, circularity, length and shape orientation, and spatial formation)
as well as a mapping algorithm for a super-resolution mapping technique, to
gain accurate information on landscape patches when finer high-resolution
mapping is impractical.
Geometric characterization can be exploited and examined in depth to describe
the landscape; the use of high-resolution mapping may be considered the best
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solution when optimal ground conditions exist. Xie et al. (2013), when
discussing remote sensing imagery in vegetation mapping, conclude that rather
than using field samples to test the accuracy of classifications, a widely
accepted practice is to use higher-resolution satellite data to assess resolution
products, although high-resolution data are themselves subject to interpretation
and possible errors.
The influence of the scale and spatial characteristics of the landscape on land
cover mapping using remote sensing is extensively discussed by Moody and
Woodcock (1995). They propose an approach to the incorporation and
comprehension of the relationship between the scale of observation, the spatial
aggregation of land cover classes and classification errors. Spatial
measurements and a multilinear regression model are suggested. The research
demonstrates that large proportion errors arise as land cover data are sampled at
progressively coarser scales. The relationship between land cover spatial
patterns and the scaling of cover-type proportions can be understood and
modelled using fairly simple measurements of the landscape’s spatial
characteristics.
The study undertaken by Pax-Lenney and Woodcock (1997) in the Nile Delta
shows that the accurate estimation of the area of productive, cultivated land
from coarse spatial resolution data is indeed influenced by landscape
characteristics, such as small average farm size, variable cropping schedules
and cultivation of peripherical lands. The authors compared scene statistics at
different resolutions and tested the effectiveness of coarse spatial resolution
data to detect elements and changes.
These effects increase as the cell size increases, although not dramatically, and
the overall impact on area estimates is relatively low. However, the interesting
aspect of their application lies in the differences (in terms of spatial) pattern
between the classes of interest of the landscape and their variability in area
estimate accuracy. The spatial pattern of the classes of interest was evaluated
using two simple measurements of spatial cohesion: patch size and variancemean ratio. Patch size is defined as the number of four-way contiguous pixels
within a cluster of pixels of the same class. Old agriculture is dominated by the
existence of a few very large patches, while reclamations typically feature a
greater number of smaller patches. The variance-mean ratio is a measure of
clustering used with point data, based on the count of points within a series of
identical cells.
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The conceptual framework presented by Duveiller and Defourny (2010)
addresses the question of spatial resolution. This framework evaluates the
spatial sampling requirements for agricultural assessment over various
landscapes with contrasting patterns, and focuses on identifying the coarsest
acceptable pixel size for both crop area estimation and crop growth monitoring.
The products or spatial resolution must be appropriate to the spatial pattern
existing in the area of study. The complexity of the landscape is also an
important element to be investigated in relation to the spatial sampling
requirements for agricultural assessment. Duveiller and Defourny present an
exercise to demonstrate the requirements (in terms of pixel size) to monitor
agriculture over different landscapes. Crop fields must be different not only in
terms of size and shape, but also in their spatial distribution. However, different
applications in crop area estimation or monitoring require different pixel size or
pixel purity. These two aspects are analysed in detail, along with the mapping
variables across the pixel size/pixel purity dimensions. This methodology
should be examined in detail for use in the final, correct definition of
guidelines.
In this section, it will be shown that it is crucial to choose the correct product
for data acquisition in several applications, especially when crop production
and acreage must be estimated accurately. Unsurprisingly, the literature on this
topic is very rich. However, specific analytical guidelines for choosing the most
appropriate product according to landscape features are yet to be established.
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Figure 1b – Agricultural features in Ethiopia (Addis Ababa, eastern area).

Where suitable conditions for the production of a new cartographic product
exist, the environment’s specificity – including its agro-ecological
characteristics – should be studied preliminarily, to identify the best remote
sensing products to be used, the MMU, and the necessary accuracy.
Additionally, adoption of the LCCS3 standardized classification system ensures
that a valid and reliable approach is taken to correctly describe the elements on
the ground. However, the main guidelines that should apply to such an analysis
have not been clearly indicated.
There are several benefits to a geo-referenced geographic database; therefore,
its creation should be supported. A detailed description of land cover is a
baseline for describing the changes that occur over a given time frame. The
identification of areas of land-cover change in relation to a certain period is
important for the systematic updating of the cartographic database and
extension of the product’s life expectancy. The area of change must be
delimited with geometric precision, to define the exact extent and location of
changes in the study area. The conversion from one land cover type to another
must be documented, and the spatial information associated with a "From-To"
table that reports the trajectory of the changes. It is often possible to observe an
expansion of agriculture into areas where the cover previously consisted of
natural vegetation. Specific tools and methods have been developed by FAONRL geospatial units and have been tested in several areas of study.
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In agricultural statistics, the baseline must be updated with any changes that
may occur over the years. This work can be very time-consuming and the
output may not be ready in time to be used in a forthcoming statistical
campaign. A systematic and integrated approach can be considered in view of
the availability of new remote sensing products. The cartographic baseline can
be characterized using AEZs. Using a new remote sensing product at 10m
resolution available every week, an NDVI procedure to detect the hotspot area
of change can be implemented. The feasibility and practicability of
implementation is a subject that could be researched further.
Land cover is closely connected to land use. The rational description of land use
requires a holistic approach, based on the integration of land cover information
with geospatial and socio-economic data, their joint analysis, and modelling.
Reliable and up-to-date geo-referenced information on land use is required, as a
basis for the sustainable development of land resources and agriculture in both
urban and rural contexts, and to inform the development of policies across all
areas of human activity at national, regional and local levels. The need for
information on land use is evident and should be a central consideration, as it is
necessary for the purposes of:
•
•
•

establishing a complete national or regional system;
providing a national and consistent basis for identifying recording and
reporting the use of the land; and
correctly planning, exploiting and managing the land.

Development standards and guidelines for land use mapping is important to
enable adoption of a consistent approach at global scale.
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New products

6

Performance of a preliminary study in a country or an area of interest may be
beyond a project’s realistic contingencies. Therefore, a detailed evaluation of
existing cartographic databases should be considered, and standard parameters
to define the quality of the product should be established. Examples of the most
basic specific parameters are data sources, dates of production, legend
characteristics, and spatial and thematic accuracy.
A viable alternative could be to use existing databases with global coverage.
GLOBCOVER, prepared using MERIS 300m pixel resolution and classified
using the LCCS2 legend, is available throughout the world. However, at
country level, its value is yet to be evaluated.
In 2013, FAO created another global product to respond to the growing need for
reliable information on the global extension and distribution of the major land
cover types. This is the Global Land Cover-SHARE (GLC-SHARE), a new
global-level land cover database established by FAO-NRL, Land and Water
Division, in partnership with and with contributions from various partners and
institutions. It provides a set of eleven major thematic land cover layers
resulting from a combination of the “best available” high-resolution national,
regional and/or sub-national land cover databases. The database is produced
with a resolution of 30 arc-second2 (approximately 1 km2).
GLC-SHARE strives to bring these data sets together, offering multiple
benefits and seeking to enable a platform for partnerships and contributions by
all. The approach implemented is based on the use of the LCCS to harmonize
the various land cover databases available. The legend adopted refers to the
System of Environmental Accounting (SEEA). Available land cover legends
are translated using the land cover classifier elements to assign adequate
classifier values and ranges at an intermediate step, followed by a second
iteration in which they are converted into the major land cover classes by
assigning the class, class unit, minimum, maximum, range, and best estimate
values for each land cover class. The results are reported at 30 arc-second grid
cells as a percentage land cover class in a later step. The outputs make use of
thematic and spatial high-resolution land cover databases for various areas
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globally (up to 66 per cent of the total surface area is covered by highresolution data sets). Where national or sub-national land cover data are not
available, the information refers to the global data sets. The preliminary results
are validated and calibrated. The product is by definition available at various
accuracy levels, relating to the original data. The validation phase enriches the
final product’s reliability. This is a crucial phase, and may be obtained using the
high-resolution images available and the effort of experts— even if the
production chain is the most time-consuming part. For further details, see
Latham et al. (2013).
Another global product, which is relevant because it is generated using
Landsat (TM and ETM+) 30m resolution, is the database that was presented in
April 2013 by the People’s Republic of China. The product has quasiworldwide coverage (currently, only Antarctica and Greenland are excluded). A
wide time series from the 2006-2010 Landsat data set was automatically
classified to generate the final database, with over 91,000 training examples and
38,000 test samples. LCCS2 was used to classify the land cover classes.
However, the accuracy of this first release spans from approximately 64 to 54
per cent. This low precision rate can constitute a major limitation in application
of the product to agricultural statistics.
Many national databases are also available online (e.g. Africover databases for
East
Africa);
readers
are
directed
to
the
GEONETWORK
(http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home).
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Gaps and expected
developments and
implementation

7

Since 1970, there has been a tendency to consider the issue of agricultural
statistics as being closely linked with remote sensing. The ability of remote
sensing to present the actual ground situation is undeniable: agricultural
features are clearly visible in the images. Latham, Carfagna and Gallego (2005)
and many other authors (see Reference section) have provided a description of
the different ways to use remote sensing for agricultural statistics.
However, many factors limit the intensive application of remote sensing in
agricultural statistics, in particular as regards the production of a land cover
database in support of Master Sampling Frames (MSFs). These gaps are mainly
linked to:
•
•
•
•
•

standard procedures for updating data production and assessing the
accuracy of existing baselines;
technical capacity;
product costs;
appropriate technical structures (including hardware, software and
know-how); and
appropriate data policies for data dissemination and maintenance.

In general, in terms of remote sensing, these gaps may be expressed as follows:
•

•
•
•

limited staff and capacity of the statistical units assigned to the
collection, processing, analysis and elaboration of RS products and
geospatial analysis for agricultural statistics;
lack of adequate geospatial technical tools, standardized methodology
and approach to supporting agriculture;
insufficient funding allocated to remote sensing for land cover baseline
production and other applications in agricultural statistics;
lack of coordination and agreement among experts;
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•
•

lack of reliable databases due to the absence of appropriate metadata or
any other specific indications; and
lack of capacity to analyse gaps in geo-referenced databases.

In conclusion, it is suggested that further research be devoted to analysing the
basic geographic data sets that could be used in statistics. Possible topics could
be the following:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

development of standard procedures and parameters for the quality and
accuracy assessment of existing cartographic databases, in view of
the implementation of agricultural statistical analyses;
development of specific guidelines to define the database’s
obsolescence, and the criteria or methods to update it;
development of evaluation criteria to establish the feasibility of a
cartographic production, according to specific in-country conditions
and the project’s expectations or objectives;
definition of basic parameters for landscape geometric-spatial
description and of minimum requirements and specific conditions to
develop an agro-ecological study;
development of an integrated and systematic approach to quantify the
minimum scale of representation in relation to landscape
characteristics, and of the implications of the possible loss of
information due to the adoption of an inadequate scale of the source
products;
development of more efficient and robust methods for the correct
utilization of remote sensing products in relation to the specific
characteristics and complexity of the landscape and its changes;
development of specific guidelines relating to the adoption of sampling
design schemes (location and dimension);
development of standard procedures and guidelines for the acquisition
of existing reference lines for the preparation and production of land
use database;
development, at design level, of an optimal baseline using LCCS3 to
support the stratification or sample selection for any specific
agricultural landscape.

In addition, issues relating product cost and sustainability should be considered.
The costs of production are linked mainly to the source products and personnel.
As noted in this literature review, new incoming satellite products will soon be
available free of charge. This will significantly reduce costs of production and
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increase the feasibility of generating new land cover databases. On the other
hand, personnel-related costs are more difficult to assess, as they are countryspecific. Section 8 above examines three case studies relating to developing
countries. Each case study sets out the relevant country’s specific conditions
and the time frame for generating the land cover database. The main parameters
affecting the production chain are:
•
•
•

involvement of international/national experts;
availability and technical background and capacity of national experts;
and
technical facilities.

To evaluate costs, guidelines on required pixel size according to landscape
characteristics are also important. The number of images to be processed and
interpreted will affect the cost of production, in the context of area accuracy or
signal variability.
The sustainability of a product is also linked to technical facilities and
personnel. Once a database is produced, increasing its life expectancy,
accuracy, and reliability requires its maintenance and updating. A core unit in a
country is also necessary and important for dissemination and correct
distribution among different end users.
Research should be performed on defining these parameters and modelling the
costs of production, maintenance, and dissemination in developing countries.
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Conclusion and
Recommendations

8

This Literature Review presents several applications of remote sensing
technologies for agricultural statistics. However, the field is vast, and
researchers are directed to the publications listed in the References Section for
additional details.
Remote sensing is an important tool for collecting information to be integrated
with conventional statistical surveys. It has emerged that in recent years, a great
deal of technical progress in the field of remote sensing has been made. The
products available on the market demonstrate considerable improvements in
terms of resolution pixels, spectrum and revising time, and a considerable
reduction in market prices.
While this improved technology may introduce several possibilities to foster the
production of accurate, updated, and reliable agricultural databases, the
professional capacities of operators often does not develop as quickly. On the
other hand, efforts to produce ad hoc databases could exceed the immediate
scope of national projects. Therefore, two main implications may be
considered.
•

It is possible, advantageous, and beneficial to produce a new georeferenced cartographic land cover baseline, considering – among other
things – the new free-of-charge high-resolution remote sensing products
and new technology available; however, commitment is important and
is to be evaluated carefully. The land cover database can be part of the
core data as a fundamental baseline. It can be utilized to support
statistics as well as environmental analysis (e.g. land degradation).

•

If there are insufficient resources, then the implications of using
available products should be considered. Specific guidelines to evaluate
the products’ quality and accuracy should be defined, as well as the
implications of using medium-resolution databases in the various stages
of statistical analysis.
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The applications of remote sensing for statistical analysis should be expanded,
especially in the following directions:
1. Expansion of applications and know-how in the use of remote sensing
for land cover production, survey and monitoring;
2. Creation and improvement on national capacity levels for the
management of remote sensing products, in close collaboration with
statistical units;
3. Defining the precision and accuracy of the remote sensing products in
relation to the landscape; and
4. Defining the relation between the land cover prepared with a specific
MMU and the sampling baseline.
The lessons learned in the Libya, Ethiopia, and Pakistan projects demonstrate
that different capacities and skills may be found onsite. However, it is also
possible to generate a land cover database with different modalities, resources
and timeframes.
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ANNEX I
Literature review
This publication documents the main findings of a literature review that
examined various sources. The research was performed using the following
keys:
Period: 2000 to date
Keywords: Agricultural statistics; Area Sampling Frame; Remote Sensing;
Crop Acreage; Accuracy, Estimation, Terrain Mapping
The main catalogues and links consulted are listed below:
ScienceDirect
The following links are available from the FAO David Lubin Memorial
Library’s online catalogue
•
•
•
•
•

Scopus
Wiley Online Library
Springer Link
Taylor and Francis Online
Google and Google Scholar

The main scientific journals examined were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advances in Agronomy
Advances in Space Research
Agricultural Economics
Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment
Agricultural Water Management
Applied Geography
Computer and Electronics in Agriculture
Computer and Sciences
ITC Journal
International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation
International Journal of Agricultural and Statistical Sciences
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International Journal of Remote Sensing
International Society for Tropical Ecology
International Statistical Review
Journal of the Indian Society of Remote Sensing
Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
Journal of Rural Studies
Precision Agriculture
Remote Sensing
Remote Sensing of Environment
Society of Agricultural Engineering
Transactions of the ASABE
Tropical Ecology
WSEAS Transactions on Environment and Development

The websites of the following agencies and institutions were consulted for
operative projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CGIAR
IFAD
IRRI
Crops for the Future Research Centre (CFF)
USDA
MARS
AGRIT
World Bank
World Bank Research Observer

Many useful links are available at:
Project EUCLID
Finally, the websites of universities and scientific venues and national statistical
bodies were explored to identify further relevant information.
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